CUTS SAFE + SQUARE

HPC8+ GUILLOTINE PIPE CUTTER

- **Lighter tool weight** — all aluminum construction with 22%+ weight reduction*
- **Greater pipe capacity** — up to 9.06" O.D. fits true 8" DIPS and IPS for PE
- **Minimal clearance required** — only 4" – 6" (102-152 mm) around pipe
- **Increased tool strength** — redesign provides 20% greater rigidity
- **Squarest cut available** — due to strong frames and tapered blade for unchallenging starts and straight cuts
- **Clean and safe** — no chips to clog valves and apertures

*Versus prior HPC8 model

**Features:**
- Hard anodized finish to reduce wear on sliding surfaces
- Non-stick, made in USA blade
- Hinged to open for placement around pipe

**Contact:**
Reed Manufacturing • Erie, PA USA
+1-814-452-3691 • 800-666-3691
reedsales@reedmfgco.com • www.reedmfgco.com

*Non-stick, made in USA blade*